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Miles Industries is North America’s exclusive 
designer, manufacturer & distributor of Valor 
Radiant Gas Fireplace products. 

Warming homes since 1890, Valor continues 
to set new standards in gas fireplace proficiency, 
comfort control and fashionable design. 

The result, quality made, energy efficient gas 
fireplaces that offer an impressive collection 
of uniquely styled trims and accessories. 

Our vision is to continue to be a leader in the 
design and production of innovative, energy
efficient home comfort products that will satisfy 
homeowners throughout North America. 

THE ORIGINAL
RADIANT GAS FIREPLACE

TM®

Valor H4 Series 





Valor Horizon Series 



NOT SURE WHAT TYPE OF FIREPLACE YOU NEED?  WE CAN HELP

To start with the most simple explanation, there are two types of gas fireplace 
products to choose from - decorative and performance based. 

Decorative fireplaces are installed primarily for visual appeal yet provide very 
little heat. Performance based fireplaces are both aesthetically pleasing in 
design and ‘heater-rated’, engineered to effectively heat your living space. 

All Valor fireplaces are designed for performance that is unrivaled, providing 
reliable and easy to control warmth that will last for many years to come. 

RADIANT HEAT SEPARATES VALOR FROM THE COMPETITION
                 
Radiant heating technology is widely regarded as the most comfortable, healthiest, 
natural form of heating available. It is based in principle on the most primary source of 
heat we know - the sun. Like the sun’s rays, radiant heat moves in straight lines warming 
all objects in its path which, in turn, act as small heat convectors multiplying warmth. 

Valor gas fireplaces radiate heat directly from the flame and fuel bed, through the glass, 
distributing steady, even warmth. Absorbed by people & objects within the room, rather 
than just warming air space, radiant heat is effective and efficient for ‘zone heating’. 

Directly warming people, walls and objects in the room is what makes radiant heat 
unique - compared to hot air systems (furnaces, heat pumps) which inefficiently pump 
air into several room spaces without directly heating objects that reside in those spaces. 

Because radiant heat surfaces are not prone to losing heat there is no need to overheat 
your home to maintain a comfortable feeling. This provides a more uniform temperature 
distribution with very little air motion, helping maintain natural humidity and lowering 
those annoying winter static electricity levels. 

Another advantage to radiant heat is cleaner air quality. Dust particles, fumes and 
pollutants are not blown around, so fabrics and painted surfaces stay bright and fresh. 
Decreased air circulation provides health benefits for homeowners with asthma, allergies 
or arthritis. Learn more regarding the benefits of radiant heat at valorfireplaces.com.



Locally owned and operated in the Pacific Northwest, every Valor fireplace is designed, 
manufactured and distributed for North America. With a proven product family history, 
Valor continues to introduce unique fireplaces that stand the test of time. 

Known for our versatility, Valor products are extremely diverse in their range of application. 
New construction or home renovation, gas inserts and freestanding stoves provide a wide 
range of preference when selecting the ideal fireplace that suits your personal heating needs.  

Reliable, quality products built to last, Valor fireplaces provide you and your loved ones with 
a safe, warm living space for many years to come. Valor fireplaces increase the value of your 
home, lower overall home heating costs and reduce energy consumption, saving you money. 

Distinctive designs that enhance any room decor, our product finishes include only the 
finest materials. Quality castings, artisan patina, brushed nickel and powder coated paints 
highlight contemporary and traditional designs to satisfy your needs. 

No power, no problem with Valor - fully functional heaters that do not require electricity, 
Valor fireplaces provide the perfect mixture of radiant and convective heat, reducing the 
need for a noisy, inefficient fan that could interfere with your television or sound system. 

Quality engineering inside and out includes an aluminized steel firebox for preventing rust, 
custom heat exchanger designed to convect warmth, flame modulating valve which adjusts
heat output to the perfect room temperature, as well as industry compliant barrier screens.   

Valor is known for turndowns that provide comfort control and magnificient flame appeal, 
even on low-fire, highlighting glowing embers and radiant warmth within. Low turndowns 
are a key feature contributing to the impressive, substantiated efficiency ratings across all 
Valor products. 

Provide warmth to the spaces you frequent the most with a Valor fireplace - we call it 
‘zone heating’. Decreasing your furnace output reduces the inefficient pumping of heat 
into empty rooms and unoccupied spaces. Focus your warmth and home energy on specific 
zones - where you want it, when you want it with Valor. 

LUXURY.   EFFICIENCY.   QUALITY.   CONVENIENCE.   HEAT.LUXURY.    EFFICIENCY.    QUALITY.    CONVENIENCE.    HEAT. 

ZONE
HEATING



Valor L1 Linear Series 



WANT TO CONVERT YOUR OLD, INEFFICIENT WOOD-BURNING FIREPLACE INTO A GAS INSERT?

Switch your existing wood-burning or open-log gas fireplace into a reliable, heater-rated Valor gas insert. 
An industry leader in efficient gas insert products, Valor offers a wide selection of fireplace sizes that adapt to 
your existing masonry cavity. A welcomed update and upgrade to your home, Valor inserts boast state-of-the-art 
comfort controls, a wide selection of distinct designs and impressive heat performance. 

LEGEND G3 INSERT SERIES 

The Valor Legend insert was first introduced in 1991. The third generation, Valor Legend G3 has further expanded 
the range of easy-to-use, energy saving features accompanied by a large selection of stunning hearth designs.



LEGEND G3.5 INSERT SERIES 

With four generations of Legend DNA, the Legend G3.5 exudes 
radiance, high efficiency and the ultimate in comfort control. 

Clean trims and a large viewing area highlight warm, glowing 
flames. A contemporary update for existing spaces, the Legend 
G3.5 is the hassle-free alternative to your time consuming  
woodburning or inefficient existing gas log insert. 

LEGEND G4 INSERT SERIES 

Considered the ‘big brother’ to the highly successful Legend 
G3 Insert, the G4 is a synthesis of distinct design and efficient, 
radiant heating performance.

The process of updating your living space aesthetics should 
include a significant upgrade in fireplace technology and 
comfort. The Legend G4 does just that with increased home 
efficiency, ease-of-use and a wide range of visual options.

RETROFIRE INSERT SERIES 

Now there’s a quick and easy way to turn your existing fireplace 
into an energy efficient heat source (while maintaining its external 
appearance). Engineered to keep the heat inside your home and 
not up the chimney, the Retrofire insert is designed for installation 
within existing masonry and factory-built wood burning fireplaces.

Room sealed and vented outside, the direct vent Retrofire 
eliminates smoke, messy ashes and cold drafts.



EFFICIENT WARMTH, MODERN LIFESTYLE

H4 SERIES 

Elegant design for contemporary living - 
the H4 harnesses the performance of the 
Horizon fireplace, integrating clean design 
elements with minimal impact on floor space. 

Available in landscape and square 
surround options with a selection of dynamic 
inner fronts, the H4 displays simplistic, 
appealing looks with Valor radiant warmth.

The perfect zone heating solution, Valor’s 
H4 is an excellent option for new home 
spaces or renovation projects, big or small.  

EXPAND YOUR HORIZONS WITH VALOR

HORIZON SERIES 

For over a decade the Horizon Series has 
proven itself as an effective and affordable 
gas fireplace solution for insert and new 
home configurations. 

Compact in design, the Horizon engine features 
a range of installation opportunities in both top 
and rear vent applications.  

Designs range from traditional to contemporary 
and everything in between. Clean fronts, 
quality casting and handcrafted ceramic fire 
beds all promote the core principle of Valor - 
that quality matters.



BIG IDEAS INSPIRE GRAND RESULTS

H6 SERIES 

Positioned as the largest format fireplace 
in the Horizon family, the H6 is inspired 
by proven features and performance. 

Although grand in presence, the firebox design 
features tapered sides and shallow depth for 
smooth installation in a variety of applications. 

An impressive secondary heat exchanger 
circulates warm air naturally through 
convection. As well, custom fire beds are 
designed to emit radiant warmth to objects 
in the room providing steady, even heat.

Valor HeatShift System™ Compatible

2 DECADES OF DESIGN INNOVATION 

H5 SERIES 

The H5 continues the Horizon tradition with 
a diverse fireplace, blending distinct, quality 
materials with the latest in radiant and 
convective heat technology. 

Flexible venting options and slim engine depth 
position the H5 as a versatile fireplace upgrade, 
ideal for both existing home renovations and 
new construction projects. 

The H5 combines compact design with a 
generous viewing area, highlighting a collection 
of ambient fires and glowing embers within.

Valor HeatShift System™ Compatible



A PICTURE SAYS A THOUSAND WORDS

VALOR PORTRAIT SERIES

The Portrait Series includes a vast range 
of products including traditional, modern 
and contemporary designs in a variety of 
installation applications. 

New construction and gas insert compatibility 
welcome endless installation opportunities. 

A choice of log, coal or stone effect media 
kits distribute steady, radiant warmth. 

Distinct designs, effective space heating and 
versatility in home installations make the 
Portrait Series a guaranteed triple threat.  

Portrait Windsor Arch



LOOKING TO REPLACE YOUR BULKY, 
DATED WOOD STOVE?

VALOR FREESTANDING STOVES

Tired of chopping, stacking and loading firewood 
in the cold? Then it’s time to add reliable warmth 
to your home or weekend getaway. 

No matter what the application, we have the 
freestanding stove for you. Versatile in design, 
Valor stoves nestle comfortably in cold basement 
spaces, abandoned inglenooks and tight room 
corner configurations. 

The Madrona and President Series provide 
a collection of traditional and contemporary 
stove designs. Transform your cold, unused space 
with an efficient, effective Valor gas heater - 
an economical, environmentally conscious 
fireplace that will last for many years to come. 

Madrona with Arched Front  

President Freestanding Stove

Madrona with Square Front  



FINALLY...  A LINEAR FIREPLACE WITH HEAT PERFORMANCE 

L1 LINEAR SERIES - L1, L1 2-SIDED & L1 OUTDOOR    

Blending the latest in fireplace design with technical performance is 
what we do best. The Valor L1 Linear Series showcases our experience 
with over a century of strategic product innovation. 

What makes the Valor linear fireplaces unique is simple. We are the 
first widescreen gas fireplace designed to maximize heat performance 
in your home. State-of-the-art radiant heat technology and advanced 
comfort control separates Valor from competitor products based 
primarily on aesthetics and very minimal heat output.  

The L1 Linear Series is available in one and two-sided configurations as 
well as an outdoor application (in the one sided format only). L1 media 
kits include Long Beach Driftwood, Murano glass and Rock & Shale fires.

A highly effective radiant and convective heater, the Valor L1 Linear 
Series raises ‘decorative widescreen’ fireplace standards. 

L1 & L1 2-Sided are compatible with the Valor HeatShift System™

Valor L1 Linear Series 



Valor L1 Outdoor Linear Series 

Valor L1 2-Sided Linear Series 



A LENGTHY RELATIONSHIP WITH RADIANT WARMTH

EXTENDED LINEAR FAMILY - L2 & L3 SERIES  

Complementary additions to the popular Valor Linear family, the L2 
and L3 fireplaces offer similar features in extended widths. 

With a 46” wide viewing area, the L2 is 10” wider than the L1 Series. 
Offering the Long Beach, Murano Glass and Rock & Shale fires, the 
L2 has a variety of media kit options. Beautiful radiance on both high 
flame and low glowing embers, the L2 combines Valor efficiency and 
heat performance with the latest in contemporary styling.

Further expanding the Valor Linear family, the L3 is the widest 
at over 60”.    Available in both Long Beach Driftwood and Murano 
Glass fires, the L3 is luxury fireplace design at its finest.  

L2 & L3 both compatible with the Valor HeatShift System™

Valor L2 Linear Series Valor L3 Linear Series 



Valor L2 Linear Series 



FEATURING ‘‘COOL-WALL” PERFORMANCE

Recognizing homeowner needs and expectations is what separates 
Valor from the competition. Taking the concept of No Power, No Problem 
to the next level, Valor introduces a heat management system that 
redirects fireplace warmth to a higher elevation in the room.

Designed to reduce wall surface temperatures, the Valor HeatShift 
System™ is recommended, especially when adding a wall mounted 
TV or heat sensitive material directly above the fireplace. 

In essence, raising the heat outlet improves conventional airflow, 
reducing wall temperatures and improving overall performance. Excess 
warm air is then circulated back into the room at a higher elevation.

Traditionally, Valor fireplaces convect warmth through the fire box and 
back into the room. An impressive method to harness convective warmth, 
up to 60% of fireplace heat rises and flows through the Valor HeatShift 
System™ and back into the room. Compared to competitor alternatives 
that require electricity and a noisy fan for operation, heat is elevated 
naturally using gravity and Valor product ingenuity.

With heat transferred above, it is now possible to run combustible 
finishing materials right up to the fireplace surround expanding 
installation opportunities and design inspirations.  

The Valor HeatShift System™ is compatible with the L1, L1 2-Sided, L2, 
L3, H5 & H6 fireplace products. To learn more visit valorfireplaces.com. 



This zone is kept cool 
protecting wall finishes, 
decor, TV’s and artwork 
from excessive heat 

Convective heat from 
the fireplace is redirected 
(through ducting behind 
the wall) and back into 
the room using this sleek, 
white finishing plate 

No Power, No Problem™ 

Valor radiant heat continues 
to provide steady, efficient 
warmth directly to objects 
and people in the room 
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Designed and manufactured by:

FIREPLACE SAFETY IN YOUR HOME 
Fireplace surfaces, in particular the glass viewing window, are extremely hot during 
operation and will remain hot for a period of time after the fireplace is turned off. 
Contact with the hot glass can cause severe burns. Close adult supervision is required 
if there are young children, or at-risk individuals in the house. 

Included with your purchase, a Valor Barrier Screen is recommended at all times. 
Install an approved aftermarket safety gate to keep toddlers, young children and 
at-risk individuals a safe distance from the fireplace. 

For more information please visit www.valorfireplaces.com/safety.

Please Note: Printed images may vary from actual product. All product information is accurate at time of printing and is subject to change. For more information visit valorfireplaces.com 

Your Authorized Valor Dealer




